BUZ2AEN

Playful, colorful and easy to use, the BUZ2AEN features Toy Story's Buzz Lightyear, a particular favorite character among boys ages 3-8. In addition to the convenient lanyard and push button "momentary on" switch, this light has a shatterproof lens – an important safety feature.

HANDEY

- Attached lanyard for hanging

KID-FRIENDLY

- Large slide switch
- Momentary on button easy for small hands to use

EXCITING

- Light up space crystals

DURABLE

- Shatterproof lens protects lamp

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light

Product Detail:

- Designation: Disney Buzz Lightyear Light
- Model: BUZ2AEN
- Color: White and Green
- Power Source: Two "AA"
- ANSI/ NEDA: 15 Series
- Lamp: KPR-104
- Lamp Rating: 2.2V, 0.47A
- Lamp Life: 15 Hours
- Lamp Output: 7 Lumens
- Typical Weight: 82 grams (2.9 oz)
- (without batteries)
- Dimensions (in.): 7.0 x 1.8

Performance:

Run Time
470 mA Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (70°F)
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Alkaline (AA) Battery Type

Important Notice
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.
Contents herein do not constitute a warranty
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